Two Connecticut divorce lawyers had seen too many children suffer through unnecessary custody battles.
So they produced a dramatic film portraying the problem and wrote a guide containing solutions for
parents. The film moves audiences like no other on the subject. It is called:

Telly Award W inner
Nick and Emily’s parents are getting divorced. Unable to agree on custody, the parents are relying
on the court to make that decision for them. But Nick and Emily become overwhelmed by a custody
evaluation process that humiliates, frightens and compromises them. Waiting for months to learn their
fate, the two sink into a mire of pain and anxiety that threatens their own relationship as well.

Acclaim for “Talk to Strangers” from experts in the field:
“This wonderful film… will provide insight and great assistance. Watch it and learn!
ALAN DERSHOWITZ, Harvard University Professor of Law
“A MUST-SEE for parents and counsel involved in this terrible process known as custody litigation.”
ARTHUR BALBIRER, ESQ., past president: American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
“…Talk to Strangers, both the film and the pocket guide, are wonderful. The voices of the children speak
louder than any educational program….”
ROBIN M. DEUTSCH, PH.D, past president: Association of Family and Conciliation Courts
“…conceived as a vehicle to discourage parents from putting children through a court-based custody
battle, [“Talk to Strangers”] succeeds in portraying that process as bewildering and destructive. The
accompanying guide will help viewers find information on how to craft a custody agreement without
going to court. This cautionary tale… may be a useful discussion starter tool for therapists, clergy or
counselors.”
THE LIBRARY JOURNAL

Talk to Strangers depicts the problem.
The Talk to Strangers Parents’ Pocket Guide provides solutions.
Each copy of the film is accompanied by a Guide to help parents avoid custody battles.
Written and directed by award-winning screenwriter/filmmaker Larry Sarezky
with an original score by Emmy and Grammy Award winner Brian Keane
Produced by Deb Grover and Larry Sarezky
Total Run Time: 25:10; Hi-Def color; Chaptered for use as a teaching tool
A production of WHEN WE WERE NINE PRODUCTIONS LLC

www.childcustodyfilm.com
Like us at: www.facebook.com/ChildCustodyFilm
Follow us at: www.linkedin.com/company/child-custody-film
Contact: info@childcustodyfilm.com
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